where fX j g 1 j=1 is a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with values in the measurable space (S; S), f( ; t) : S ! IR is a measurable function for each t 2 T, fa n g is an arbitrary sequence of real numbers and c n (t) is a real number, for each t 2 T and each n 1. We also consider the weak convergence of processes of the form 8 < : n X j=1 f j (X j ; t) : t 2 T 9 = ; ; n 1; where fX j g 1 j=1 is a sequence of independent r.v.'s with values in the measurable space (S j ; S j ), and f j ( ; t) : S j ! IR is a measurable function for each t 2 T. Instead of measuring the size of the brackets using the strong or weak L p norm, we use a distance inherent to the process. We present applications to the weak convergence of stochastic processes satisfying certain Lipschitz conditions.
May 27, 1997 1 . Main results. We study the weak convergence for the row sums of a triangular array of empirical processes under bracketing conditions. The framework we use is as follows. Let ( n ; A n ; Q n ) be a sequence of probability spaces. Let (S n;j ; S n;j ) be measurable spaces for 1 j k n , where fk n g 1 n=1 is a sequence of positive integers converging to in nity. Let fX n;j : 1 j k n g be S n;j {valued independent r.v.'s de ned on n . To avoid measurability problems, we assume that n = Q kn j=1 S n;j , A n = Q kn j=1 S n;j and Q n is the product of the probability measures induced by fX n;j : 1 j k n g. Let T be a parameter set. Let f n;j ( ; t) : S n;j ! IR be a measurable function for each 1 j k n , each n 1 and each t 2 T. Let c n (t) be a real number for each t 2 T and each n 1. Let (1:1) Z n (t) := 0 @ kn X j=1 f n;j (X n;j ; t) 1 A ? c n (t):
We give some su cient conditions for the weak convergence of the sequence of stochastic processes fZ n (t) : t 2 Tg. By weak convergence, we mean as in the de nition in Ho mann{ J rgensen (1991) . As a particular case, we consider sums of i.i.d. stochastic processes. Let fX j g 1 j=1 be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with values in a measurable space (S; S), let X be a copy of X 1 , let T be a parameter set, let f( ; t) : S ! IR be a measurable function for each t 2 T, let fa n g 1 n=1 be a sequence of positive numbers converging to in nity and let c n (t) be a real number for each n 1 and each t 2 T. The sequence of stochastic processes is a particular case of the sequence of stochastic processes in (1.1). The most common case is when a n = n 1=2 and c n (t) = n 1=2 E f(X; t)]. Another interesting stochastic process which is a particular case of (1.1) is where fX j g 1 j=1 is a sequence of independent r.v.'s with values in the measurable space (S j ; S j ), and f j ( ; t) : S j ! IR is a measurable function for each t 2 T. f j g will denote a sequence of i.i.d. Rademacher r.v.'s independent of the sequence of r.v.'s fX n;j g, i.e. Prf j = 1g = Prf j = ?1g = 1=2. The main step to prove the weak convergence of (1.1) is to show that for each > 0, there exists a map : T ! T with nite range and (1:4) E sup t2T j kn X j=1 j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; (t)))I F n;j (X n;j ) b j] ; where b > 0 and F n;j ( ) is a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j (see Theorem 2.1 in Arcones, 1995) . So, the problem is to bound the supremum of a stochastic process. The best way to bound the supremum of stochastic processes is by using majorizing Since the problem is to obtain (1.4), a natural distance in T to consider is (1:6) d(s; t) := sup n n 0 E j kn X j=1 j (f n;j (X n;j ; s) ? f n;j (X n;j ; t))I F n;j (X n;j ) b j];
where n 0 is a positive integer. Here, we will give some su cient bracketing conditions for the weak convergence of the processes in (1.1), being the size of the brackets measured with respect to the distance determined by (1.6). Instead of using majorizing measures directly, sometimes we will use an equivalent formulation. By the argument in Lemma 2.3 in Andersen, Gin e, Ossiander and Zinn (1988) , given a Young function and a pseudometric space (T; d) assuming that there exists a constant C such that for each x; y 1, ?1 (xy) C( ?1 (x) + ?1 (y)); the following conditions are equivalent: (a) There exists a probability measure m on T such that such that d(t; q (t)) 2 ?q , q ( q (t)) = q (t), q?1 ( q (t)) = q?1 (t), q (t) = q ( q (t)) and 1 q (t) q+1 (t) for each q 1 and each t 2 T, lim k!1 sup t2T P 1 q=k 2 ?(t) = 0 and P 1 q=1 P t2Tq ( ( q (t))) ?1 < 1, where T q = f q (t) : t 2 Tg.
We will give su cient conditions for the weak convergence of the processes in (1.1) involving functions, similar to the functions , q and q considered before, and bracketing conditions. Some key references related with our work are Dudley (1984) , Ossiander (1987) , Andersen, Gin e, Ossiander and Zinn (1988) and Andersen, Gin e and Zinn (1988) . These references are mainly dealing with the stochastic processes in (1.2). When a n = n 1= , for some 1 < 2, we recover the work of these authors. We obtain stronger results for the processes in (1.1) and for the processes in (1.2) for arbitrary sequences fa n g. The study of the weak convergence of the processes in (1.3) under bracketing conditions has not been considered before. We will see how looking to the distance in (1.6) previous work is clari ed and some new results are obtained. The distance in (1.6) is the sum of two parts. These two parts appear often in the study of empirical processes (case (1.2) with a n = n 1=2 ) (see Talagrand, 1987a ; and Andersen, Gin e, Ossiander and Zinn, 1988) .
A function : T ! T will be denoted a nite partition of T if the cardinality of (T ) is nite and ( (t)) = (t), for each t 2 T. Our main results are the following: Theorem 1.1. With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that:
(i) For each > 0, P kn j=1 PrfF n;j (X n;j ) g ! 0.
(ii) lim n!1 Cov(S n (s; b); S n (t; b)) exists for each s; t 2 T, where
f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b :
(iii) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; functions q ; q : T ! (0; 1), for each0 ; and a function n;j;q ( ; q (t)) : S n;j ! 0; 1), for each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; such that jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q (t))j n;j;q (x; q (t)) n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t)) 2F n;j (x);
for each x 2 S n;j , each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; q?1 ( q (t)) = q?1 (t); q (t) = q ( q (t)); q (t) = q ( q (t)); 1 q (t) q+1 (t); 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 2 ?(t)(log q (t)) ?1 ;
(1:7) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I b n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 ] 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t);
(1:8) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E jf n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t))j 2 I F n;j (X n;j ) b; jf n;j (X n;j ; q(t))?fn;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t))j 2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ?1 ] 2 ?2q ( q+1 (t)) 2 (log q (t)) ?1 ;
for each0 and each t 2 T; (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b ]) : t 2 T 9 = ;
converges weakly to a Gaussian process fZ(t) : t 2 Tg with mean zero and covariance given by E Z(s)Z(t)] = lim n!1 Cov(S n (s; b); S n (t; b)):
The centering in previous theorem could seem a little peculiar. But, it is the weakest possible centering. The weak convergence of f( P kn j=1 f n;j (X n;j ; t)) ?c n (t) : t 2 Tg to a Gaussian process for some sequence fc n (t) : t 2 Tg implies the weak convergence of f P kn j=1 (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b ]) : t 2 Tg (see Theorem 2.5 in Arcones, 1995).
We think of q (t) = ( q (t) E jf n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t))j 2 I F n;j (X n;j ) b; jf n;j (X n;j ; q(t))?fn;j(Xn;j; q?1 (t))j u ] 2 ?pq :
The choice of (x) = e x 2 ? 1 is natural, since this is the Young function in the characterization of boundedness and continuity of Gaussian processes in Talagrand (1987b With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let 1 ; 2 ; b > 0. Suppose that:
(ii) For each s; t 2 T, lim n!1 Cov(S n (s; b); S n (t; b)) exists.
(iii) There exists a pseudometric d on T and a probability measure m on T such that E jf n;j (X n;j ; s) ? f n;j (X n;j ; t)j 2 I F n;j (X n; jf n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; s)j I b sup s:d(s;t) jf n;j (X n;j ;t)?f n;j (X n;j ;s)j u ] 2 ; for each > 0 small enough. Then,
(f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b ]) : t 2 T 9 = ;
Previous theorem is stronger than Theorem 4.1 in Andersen, Gin e, Ossiander and Zinn (1988) . Instead of (1.13) and (1.14), they assumed the stronger hypotheses:
(1:15) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E jf n;j (X n;j ; s) ? f n;j (X n;j ; t) (i) a n % 1 and fa n g is regularly varying of order 1=2.
(ii) For each > 0, n PrfF (X) a n g ! 0.
(iii) For each s; t 2 T, lim n!1 na ?2 n Cov(f(X; s)I jf(X;s)j ban ; f(X; t)I jf(X;t)j ban ) exists.
(iv) There exists a pseudometric d on T and a probability measure m on T satisfying ( This is kind of a Lipschitz condition. There are many examples where the Jain and Marcus theorem does not apply, but bracketing conditions do. However, the conditions in the Jain and Marcus theorem are very simple and intuitive and they do apply in some cases. Andersen, Gin e, Ossiander and Zinn (1988, Corollary 4.5) generalized the Jain and Marcus theorem. They proved the weak convergence of fn ?1=2 n X j=1 (f(X j ; t) ? E f(X j ; t)]) : t 2 Tg; assuming there exists a probability measure m on T satisfying (1.11), (1.12) with respect to the pseudometric d(s; t) = (Var(f(X; t) ? f(X; s))) 1=2 It is easy to see that (C.2) implies (C.1). There are cases when (C.1) is satis ed and (C.2) not. Let X be a symmetric r.v. with PrfjXj tg = t ?2 log t, for t > e, PrfjXj eg = 1.
Let T = 0; 1], let f(x; t) = xt, d(s; t) = js ? tj and let a n = n 1=2 log n. It is easy to see that fa ?1 n P n j=1 (f(X j ; t) ? E f(X j ; Next, we consider the case, when everything is related to the sizes of the brackets. In this case, the conditions simplify, although they are a little stronger than before. Theorem 1.4. With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that:
(iii) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; functions q ; q : T ! (0; 1), for each0 ; and a function n;j;q ( ; q (t)) : S n;j ! 0; 1), for each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; such that q?1 ( q (t)) = q?1 (t); q ( q (t)) = q (t); q (t) = q ( q (t)); 1 q (t) q+1 (t); 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 2 ?(t)(log q (t)) ?1 for each0 each t 2 T; jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q (t))j n;j;q (x; q (t)) n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t)) 2F n;j (x); for each x 2 S n;j , each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T;
(1:22) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I b n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 ] 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t);
(1:23) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ?1 ]
(f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b ]) : t 2 T (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)])j Pr ?! 0:
If q (t) = e ( q(t)) p=(p? E " min n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)) u ; 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)) u 2 ! I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b i 1=p 2 ?q :
It is easy to see that for 1 < p < 2,
E " min n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)) u ; 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)) u 2 E (u ?1 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))^(u ?2 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))]
is nondecreasing on u, (1.24 ) is equivalent in the case p = 2 to sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E (2 q n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))^(2 2q 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] 1:
In this case the conditions simplify to: Theorem 1.5. With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that: (i) For each > 0, P kn j=1 PrfF n;j (X n;j ) g ! 0.
(iii) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; a function q : T ! 0; 1), for each0 ; and a function n;j;q ( ; q (t)) : S n;j ! 0; 1), for each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; such that jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q (t))j n;j;q (x; q (t)); for each x 2 S n;j , each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T;
(1:25) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E (2 q n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))^(2 2q 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] 1;
( (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? E f n;j (X n;j ; t)I jf n;j (X n;j ;t)j b ]) : t 2 T 9 = ; converges weakly to a Gaussian process fZ(t) : t 2 Tg with mean zero and covariance given by E Z(s)Z(t)] = lim n!1 Cov(S n (s; b); S n (t; b)): Suppose that we have partitions q as in Theorem 1.5. Let N q be the number of elements of q (T ). If P 1 q=1 2 ?q (log N q ) 1=2 < 1, then (1.26) and (1.27) hold with q (t) = (log(2 q N q )) 1=2 .
Of course, we can impose local conditions. Theorem 1.5 holds if condition (iii) is substituted by:
(iii)' There exists a pseudometric d on T and a probability measure m on T satisfying (1.10) and (1.11) such that (1:28) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E h ( ?1 n;j;d; (X n;j ; t))^( ?2 2 n;j;d; (X n;j ; t))I n;j;d; (X n;j ;t) b i 1; where n;j;d; (x; t) := sup s:d(s;t) jf n;j (x; s) ? f n;j (x; t)j
In (1.25) and (1.28), the brackets are measured with respect to the distance in (1.6). To see this, we need to extend a result in Klass (1980) to non necessarily identically distributed r.v.'s. Let X; X 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X n be i.i.d.r.v.'s with mean zero. Let K(n) be the unique positive real number satisfying nE " jXj E j kn X j=1 j n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b j] 2 ?q :
In (1.30) we are measuring the size of brackets with respect to the distance determined by (1.6 A common problem in statistics is the following. Let (S; S; P) be a probability space and let fX i g 1 i=1 be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with values in S. Let The following proposition follows directly from Theorem 1.5. (i) For each > 0, n PrfF (X) a n g ! 0.
(ii) For each s; t 2 T, lim n!1 na ?2 n Cov(f(X; s)I jf(X;s)j ban ; f(X; t)I jf(X;t)j ban ) exists.
(iii) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; a function q : T ! 0; 1), for each0 ; and a function q ( ; q (t)) : S ! 0; 1), for each0 and each t 2 T; such that jf(x; t) ? f(x; q (t))j q (x; q (t)); where fM j g are independent copies of M.
Next, we present an example when (C.3) applies. Let X be a r.v. with in nite second moment in the domain of attraction of a normal distribution. Then, there exists a sequence of real numbers fa n g such that a n % 1 and na ?2 n E X 2 In some cases, condition (i) in Theorem 1.5 does not hold. Next theorem gives an alternative su cient conditions for the weak convergence of the stochastic processes in (1.1). Theorem 1.10. With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that: converge to those of a stochastic process fZ(t) : t 2 Tg.
(ii) For each t 2 T, sup n 1 P kn j=1 Prfjf n;j (X n;j ; t)j 2 ?1 bg < 1. Prfsup t2T jf n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; (t))j g : f n;j (X n;j ; t)I F n;j (X n;j ) b : Var(f n;j (X n;j ; t)I F n;j (X n;j ) ) = 0:
(vi) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; functions q ; q : T ! (0; 1), for each0 ; and a function n;j;q ( ; q (t)) : S n;j ! 0; 1), for each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; such that jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q (t))j n;j;q (x; q (t)) n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t));
(1:31) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I b n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 ] 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t);
(1:32) sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ? With the notation for the processes in (1.1), let F n;j ( ) be a measurable function in S n;j such that F n;j (x) sup t2T jf n;j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that: converge to those of a stochastic process fZ(t) : t 2 Tg.
(ii) For each t 2 T, sup n 1 P kn j=1 Prfjf n;j (X n;j ; t)j 2 ?1 bg < 1. Prfsup t2T jf n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; (t))j g :
(iv) For each > 0, there exists a nite partition of T such that lim sup n!1 sup t2T jE S n;F (t; b) ? S n;F ( (t); b)] ? c n (t) + c n ( (t))j ; where S n;F (t; b) = kn X j=1 f n;j (X n;j ; t)I F n;j (X n;j ) b : Var(f n;j (X n;j ; t)I F n;j (X n;j ) ) = 0:
(vi) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a nite partition q of T for each0 ; a function q : T ! 0; 1), for each0 ; and a function n;j;q ( ; q (t)) : S n;j ! 0; 1), for each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; such that jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q t)j n;j;q (x; q (t)); for each x 2 S n;j , each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E (2 q n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))^(2 2q 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)))I n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] 1; q ( q(t)) < 1: Then, fZ n (t) : t 2 Tg converges weakly to fZ(t) : t 2 Tg.
It seems that we need the majorizing measure with respect to the Young function (x) = e x 2 ? 1, because triangular arrays with a non{Gaussian limit can behave quite similarly to empirical processes.
As before, we have su cient conditions in terms of local conditions. Since this results are an obvious consequence, they are omitted.
In the case of the processes in (1.2) with nonnormal limit, we have: Corollary 1.12. With the notation for the stochastic processes in (1.2), let F( ) be a measurable function in S such that F(x) sup t2T jf(x; t)j, let b; 1 ; 2 > 0, let 1 < < 2, let 0 < 1 and let 1 < p 2. Suppose that:
(i) a n % 1 and fa n g is regularly varying of order ?1 .
( jf(X; t) ? f(X; (t))j a n g :
(iv) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a partition q : T ! T; a function q : T ! 0; 1), for each0 and each t 2 T; and a function q ( ; q (t)) : S ! 0; 1), for each0 and each t 2 T, such that jf(x; t) ? f(x; q (t))j q (x; q (t));
for each x 2 S and each0 ;
( In the situation of Corollary 1.12, the choice p = is natural. Talagrand (1988) showed that the existence of a majorizing function over the Young function e x ( ?1) ?1 ?1 is a necessary condition for the continuity of a stable process of order , with 1 < 2.
A particular application of Corollary 1.12 is the following: let 1 < < 2, let a n % 1 be a regularly varying function of order ?1 . Let fX j g be a sequence of i. Suppose that:
(i) a n is increasing, fa n n ?1 g is nondecreasing and fa n g is regularly varying of order ?1 .
(iv) There are positive integers q 0 and n 0 ; a partition q : T ! T for each0 ; a function q : T ! 0; 1) for each0 ; and a function q ( ; q t) : S ! 0; 1), for each0 and each t 2 T, such that jf(x; t) ? f(x; q (t))j q (x; q (t)); for each x 2 S and each0 ; sup n n 0 nE h (a ?1 n 2(X; q (t)))^(a ?2 n 2 2q 2 q (X; q (t))) i 1; . This means that in Corollary 1.13, the size of the brackets is measured with respect to ;1 . Corollary 1.13 for a n = n 1= can be deduced from Theorem 5.2 in Andersen, Gin e and Zinn (1988) (see also Marcus and Pisier, 1984 ; and Juknevi cien e, 1986). But, the work by these authors only covers a restricted type of sequences fa n g (see the horrible regularity conditions imposed in Andersen, Gin e and Zinn, 1988).
One application of Corollary 1.13 is the following: Suppose that:
(i) f j g 1 j=1 , f j g 1 j=1 and fX j g 1 j=1 are independent r.v.'s.
(ii) n ?1= P n j=1 j converges in distribution.
Then, the following are equivalent (a) fn ?1= P n j=1 j I X j 2C : C 2 Cg converges weakly, where C = fC : C INg.
(b) sup C2C j P 1 j=1 j ? ?1= j I X j 2C j is stochastically bounded, where ? j = P j i=1 i and f j g is a Rademacher sequence independent of the r.v.'s f j g and fX j g.
(c) P 1 j=1 (PrfX 1 = jg) 1= < 1. Observe that the nite dimensional distributions of fn ?1= P n j=1 j I X j 2C : C 2 Cg converges to those of fc 0 P 1 j=1 j ? ?1= j I X j 2C : C 2 Cg, where c 0 is some constant.
Previous theorem is related with the work of Durst and Dudley (1980) and Borisov (1983) (see also Dudley, 1984, Chapter, 6) . They proved a similar result for fn ?1=2 P n j=1 (I X j 2C ?
Previous proposition says that the condition of the entropy in (1.35) is best possible.
Another particular case which follows form Theorem 1.11 is the case of random series, i.e. the processes in (1.3). Next theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.11. Theorem 1.15. With the above notation for the processes in (1.3), let F j be a measurable function in S j such that F j (x) sup t2T jf j (x; t)j and let b > 0. Suppose that:
(i) For each t 2 T, P n j=1 f j (X j ; t) converges in distribution.
(ii) For each > 0, there exists a nite partition of T such that for each x 2 S n;j , each 1 j k n , each n n 0 , each0 and each t 2 T; Then, f P n j=1 f j (X j ; t) : t 2 Tg converges weakly.
When we assume Lipschitz conditions, we have the following: Corollary 1.16. With the above notation, let b > 0, suppose that:
(ii) For each > 0, there exists a nite partition of T such that lim sup
where S n (t; b) = P n j=1 f j (X j ; t)I F j (X j ) b and F j (x) = sup t2T jf j (x; t)j.
(iii) There exists a pseudometric d in T and a probability measure on T satisfying (1.11) and (1.12).
(iv) There are measurable functions g j (x) such that (i) P 1 j=1 E 2 j^1 ] < 1.
(ii) P 1 j=1 (PrfX 1 = jg) 1=2 < 1. Then, f P n j=1 j I X j 2C : C INg converges weakly.
Observe that in previous corollary, condition (i) is best possible. By the three series theorem, the convergence in distribution of P 1 j=1 j implies that P 1 j=1 E 2 j^1 ] < 1. j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q 0 0 (t)))I F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b j 4 g ; for each 1=4 > > 0, where f j g is a Rademacher sequence independent of the sequence fX j g.
Fix n, take q 0 0 q 0 such that Let (j) (t) = inff0 0 : n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t)) > 2 ?(q+1) q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 g;
where the in mum of the empty set is in nity. Then,
j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q 0 0 (t)))I F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b = kn X j=1 j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q 0 0 (t)))I (j) (t)=q 0 0 ; F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b + kn X j=1 j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q 1 (t)))I (j) (t) q 1 ; F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b
j (f n;j (X n;j ; t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q (t)))I (j) (t)=q; F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b
j (f n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t)))I (j) (t) q; F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b for n large enough.
We have that sup t2T jU (2) n (t)j sup t2T kn X j=1 n;j;q 1 (X n;j ; q 1 (t))I n;j;q 1 (X n;j ; q 1 (t)) 2 ?q 1 q 1 (t)(log q 1 (t)) ?1 sup t2T k n 2 ?q 1 q 1 (t) =2:
So, Prfsup t2T jU (2) n (t)j g = 0:
As to the third term in (2.3), Prfsup t2T jU (3) n (t)j g
Prfthere exists q 0 0 + 11 and t 2 T q such that kn X j=1 n;j;q (X n;j ; q t)I (j) (t)=q; F n;j (X n;j ) 2 ?1 b 2 2?q q+1 (t)g n;j;q (X n;j ; q t)I (j) (t)=q; n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b 2 2?q q+1 (t)g:
We have that kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I (j) (t)=q; n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q t)I 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t) and kn X j=1 E 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I (j) =q; n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) b ] kn X j=1 E 2 n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I 2 ?q?1 q+1 (t)(log q+1 (t)) ?1 n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) (2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ?1 )^b ]
We also have that jf n;j (X n;j ; q t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 t)jI (j) (t) q; F n;j (X n;j ) b n;j;q?1 (X n;j ; q?1 (t))I n;j;q?1 (X n;j ; q?1 (t)) 2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ?1 ; F n;j (X n;j ) b 2 ?(t)(log q (t)) ?1 and kn X j=1 E jf n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t))j 2 I (j) (t) q; F n;j (X n;j ) b ] kn X j=1 E j(f n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 t)j 2 I jf n;j (X n;j ; q(t))?fn;j (X n;j ; q?1 t)j 2 ?q q(t)(log q(t)) ?1 ; F n;j (X n;j ) b ] 2 ?2q q+1 (t)(log q (t)) ?1 : From this and the Bernstein inequality Prfsup t2T jU (4) n (t)j g j (f n;j (X n;j ; q (t) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t)))I (j) (t) q; F n;j (X n;j ) b j 2 2?q q+1 (t)g T ! (0; 1), such that q ( q (t)) = q (t); q?1 ( q (t)) = q?1 (t); d(t; q (t)) 2 ?q?1 q ( q (t)) = q (t); Take q (t) = e 2 q (t) . De ne n;j;q (x; q (t)) := sup s: q(s)= q(t) jf n;j (x; s) ? f n;j (x; q (t))j:
This implies sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E n;j;q (X n;j ; q (t))I b n;j;q (X n;j ; q(t)) 2 ?q?1 ( q+1 (t)) ? E jf n;j (X n;j ; q (t)) ? f n;j (X n;j ; q?1 (t))j 2 I F n;j (X n; The proof of Theorem 1.4 is similar to that of Theorem 1.1 and it is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We apply Theorem 1.4. Let q T = ft q;1 ; : : : ; t q;Nq g. Given j q 0 ; : : : ; j q such that 1 j k N k for each q 0 k q, take (if possible), a t(j q 0 ; : : : ; j q ) such that k (t) = t k;j k , for each q 0 k q. Then, we de ne q?1 (t) = t(j q 0 ; : : : ; j q ), if k (t) = t k;j k . Take n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t)) = 2( min q 0 k q n;j;k (x; k (t))^F n;j (x)): Then, n;j;q (x; q (t)) n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t)), for each0 + 1 and each t 2 T. Given t 2 T, k ( q?1 (t)) = k (t), for q 0 k q. So, jf n;j (x; q?1 (t)) ? f n;j (x; k (t))j n;j;k (x; k (t)) and jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; k (t))j n;j;k (x; k (t)):
So, jf n;j (x; t) ? f n;j (x; q?1 (t))j n;j;q?1 (x; q?1 (t)):
We also have that sup n n 0 kn X j=1 E (2 q?1 n;j;q?1 (X n;j ; q?1 (t)))^(2 2q?2 2 n;j;q?1 (X n;j ; q?1 (t)))I n;j;q?1 (X n;j ; q?1 (t)) b ] 1:
Therefore, the conditions in Theorem 1. n ?1=2 a n jg(X; a ?1 n t)j g n PrfM 1 (X) n 1=2 g ! 0:
So, condition (i) in Theorem 1.5 holds.
We have that a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1 ] = a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)]
?a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j>1 ] ?a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j>1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1 ] ?a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j>1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j>1 ] =: I + II + III = IV:
We have that I converges and II; III; IV ! 0, because a 2 n E (g(X; a ?1 n s)) 2 I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j>1 ] E M 1 (X)I jsjM 1 (X)>n ?1=2 ] ! 0:
Similarly, a n E g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1 ] = a n E g(X; a ?1 n t)] ? a n E g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j>1 ]
converges. Therefore, condition (ii) In Theorem 1.5 follows.
If js ? tj , then n ?1=2 a n jg(X; a ?1 n t) ? g(X; a ?1 n s)j n ?1=2 M 1 (X):
So, to get brackets of size 2 ?q , we just have to get hypercubes of diameter 2 ?q (E M 2 1 (X)]) ?1=2 .
2
Proof of Proposition 1.8. We apply Theorem 1.5. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 = 0 and g(x; 0) = 0. c will denote a constant which may vary from occurrence to occurrence. Let r(x; ) = g(x; ) ? 0 (x; 0); n ?1=2 a n jg(X; a ?1 n t)j Mn ?1=2 j (X; 0)j + M 2 a ?1 n n ?1=2 M 3 (X):
We have that n((n ?1=2 a n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j)^(n ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j 2 )) a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j 2 a ?2 n jtj 4 M 2 3 (X) ! 0 and n((n ?1=2 a n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j)^(n ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j 2 )) cM 3 (X):
So, by the dominated convergence theorem, (2:5) nE (n ?1=2 a n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j)^(n ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n t)j 2 )] ! 0:
We also have that a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1 ] = a 2 n E g(X; a ?1 n s)g(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1; n ?1=2 j (X;0)jj>1 ] +a 2 n E r(X; a ?1 n s)r(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1; n ?1=2 j (X;0)j 1 ] +a 2 n E a ?1 n s 0 (X; 0)r(X; a ?1 n t)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1; n ?1=2 j (X;0)j 1 ] +a 2 n E r(X; a ?1 n s)a ?1 n t 0 (X)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1; n ?1=2 j (X;0)j 1 ] +a 2 n E a ?1 n s 0 (X; 0)a ?1 n t 0 (X; 0)I n ?1=2 anjg(X;a ?1 n s)j 1; n ?1 anjg(X;a ?1 n t)j 1; n ?1=2 j (X;0)j 1 ] =: I + II + III + IV + V: By (iii), I n Prfn ?1=2 j (X; 0)j g ! 0: (2.5) implies that II; III; IV ! 0. Now, V = E s 0 (X; 0)t 0 (X; 0)I n ?1=2 j (X;0)j 1 ] + o(1) ! E s 0 (X; 0)t 0 (X; 0)]:
We have that ja n g(X; a ?1 n t) ? (X; 0)j a ?1 n jtj 2 M 3 (X) ! 0 and a n jg(X; a ?1 n t)j jtjj (X; 0)j + a ?1 n jtj 2 Take a positive integer k such that a ? n a n+1 k. Let c = min((2n 0 ) ?1= ; inf n 1 a ?1 nk a n ; k ?1= ): Let n n 0 and let 2 ?q u 2 ?q =( ?1) . If a n u ca n 0 2 ?q , then u nE a ?2 n u ?2 2 I j j anu ] u n u a n n 0 a ? n 0 c n 0 2 ?q 2 ?q and u nE a ?1 n u ?1 j jI j j anu ] u nE a ?1 n u ?1 j jI can 0 2 ?q >j j anu ] + u nE a ?1 n u ?1 j jI j j can 0 So, condition (iv) holds for p = 2. 2
